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Chapter 2111: in for a penny, in for a pound 

  

As time passed, the two men’s faces turned from normal to pale, then to an abnormal ruddy. Obviously, 

they had suffered internal injuries of different degrees, but they were still holding on! 

Lin Yi, on the other hand, was completely fine-he was just sitting there, almost falling asleep! 

“That Lin Yi, he’s definitely not an Earth Class early phase!” The old man of house Zhao also saw the 

problem-an Earth Class early phase could last this long? Wouldn’t he have died long ago? Some of the 

earth Class late phase peak disciples couldn’t even hold on! 

This house you disciple was also an Earth Class late phase peak. The one from the Golden Bell sect was 

Mystic class late phase peak, but his skills were different-there was no comparison! 

“Earth Class early phase? I’m afraid he’s even more than Earth Class late phase peak!” The old man of 

the you family sneered and said,””Your Zhao Guang ‘er didn’t die in vain! He might not even be able to 

hold on until now!” 

“Now? He probably couldn’t even last ten minutes!” Zhao Yu’s father shook his head. 

“Lin Yi’s good at playing the pig to eat the Tiger-this guy’s a Sky Class, and he’s lowering his strength to 

play with us?” Old master Yu frowned and asked suspiciously. 

Elder Tang sucked in a breath of cold air- Heaven rank? Is that true? It can’t be, right? If he’d known that 

Lin Yi was Sky Class, he wouldn’t have treated Tang Yin like that-he’d have recognized Lin Yi and brought 

him back to house Tang! F * ck, this Lin Yi really knows how to act! 

“He shouldn’t be a heaven rank!” Old master Yu shook his head again,”Sky Class isn’t that easy to break 

through.” Lin Yi himself is stronger than his peers, so he should be Earth Class late phase peak!” 

“That’s more like it, you scared me!” Old master Zhao smiled bitterly. 

“Ah, ah, ah!” The you family’s disciple screamed and stumbled out of the array. He spat out a mouthful 

of blood and obviously suffered a very serious internal injury! He really couldn’t hold on any longer, he 

couldn’t compete with that pervert from the Golden Bell sect! 

” 

The you family’s disciple was unwilling, but there was no other way. If he came out a second earlier than 

others, he would lose! 

“Why isn’t Lin Yi out yet?” The old man of the you family said unwillingly when he saw his disciple lose. 

“Who knows? Why don’t we increase the pressure? There are only two people left?” Zhao Yu’s father 

suggested. 

“Good! Force that Lin Yi out, we can’t let him win this round!” Old master Yu nodded. 



As a result, these old men suddenly exerted their strength at the same time, increasing the strength of 

their true Qi and increasing the pressure of the formation! 

Lin Yi was inside the formation and he could clearly feel the pressure on him increase! The people 

outside were probably trying to force him, but why would Lin Yi be afraid of the pressure? There weren’t 

any enemies attacking him here, and Lin Yi could absorb as much energy as he wanted in the Jade space. 

It was more than enough to resist the pressure! 

He looked at the Firewolf gang disciple not far away, and a cold smile appeared on his face. He closed his 

eyes and continued to practice his Arts in the Jade space … 

“No way? Lin Yi doesn’t seem to have any reaction?” Old Zhao looked at Lin Yi curiously-how was that 

possible? Was Lin Yi really that strong? 

“Increase the strength of your true Qi!” Old man you gritted his teeth and said. 

And so, the old men increased their strength again, hoping to force Lin Yi out. If Lin Yi won this round, 

then this hidden house han Summit would be a joke! 

Lin Yi could feel his pure Qi getting stronger, but he only smiled faintly. 

“…Add more!” Grandpa Zhao continued after seeing that Lin Yi was fine. 

As a result, these old men began to increase the strength of their true Qi for the third time. The true Qi 

pressure in the formation had already reached an extremely strong level, more than double the previous 

level! Of course, even if there were multiple Sky Class Masters pressuring him at the same time, the 

formation wouldn’t be able to cause Lin Yi any harm! 

After all, the Qi of the Sky Class Masters was evenly distributed in the formation, and Lin Yi was only one 

point in the formation-no matter how strong it was, it had to be evenly distributed-it was a world of 

difference from being attacked by a Sky Class master directly. It meant that only a small part of the Qi of 

these Sky Class old men went to Lin Yi to fight him, and most of it went to other parts of the formation 

and was wasted! 

Lin Yi felt the pressure around him increase again, but this level of pressure wasn’t something Lin Yi 

would care about! 

Although Lin Yi had to use more Qi to resist the pressure, the Qi came from the Jade space, and there 

was an endless supply. Lin Yi just sat there with his eyes closed, and he could absorb the energy from 

the Jade space to resist the pressure … 

“That’s not right, this Lin Yi, just what kind of master is he? You’re fine?” The old master of the you 

family finally felt that something was wrong. Isn’t this too exaggerated? 

Other Earth Class disciples, even Earth Class late phase peak, couldn’t withstand the initial pressure 

anymore, but Lin Yi didn’t seem to care at all even after these Sky Class old men’s Qi levels were 

increased multiple times! 

“Old Yu, what do you think?” Old Zhao looked at the elder of house Yu and asked. The elder of house Yu 

was a Sky Class master, and he had a lot of experience. He was the only one who could help with this 

strange situation. 



“This doesn’t make sense!” Elder Yu shook his head, not sure what was going on with Lin Yi. Could it be 

that Lin Yi was already a Sky Class master, and he’d been playing the pig to eat the Tiger all this time? 

“Why don’t we use our full power to suppress it?” A flash of ruthlessness crossed elder Tang’s eyes-this 

Lin Yi had humiliated house Tang at his birthday party. Not many people knew about it, only house you, 

the heavenly elixir sect, and the Ice Palace, but elder Tang’s hatred for Lin Yi didn’t decrease at all! 

He especially regretted that he didn’t pull Tang Yun over to his side and cut off all ties with house Tang! 

Otherwise, if Lin Yi really was a Sky Class master, then he would be the son-in-law of the Hidden House 

Tang. Just how strong would the Hidden House Tang be then? 

However, he and eldest brother Tang had already gone all out, and there was no turning back. He was 

afraid that Lin Yi would hold a grudge and take revenge in the future, so he decided to go all out! 

Chapter 2112: wrong ranking 

  

Elder Tang wasn’t very enthusiastic when they were discussing killing Lin Yi. 

After all, The Grudge between house Tang and Lin Yi couldn’t be revealed, and elder Tang didn’t know 

how strong Lin Yi was back then. He didn’t think that Lin Yi would be a threat to the Hidden House Tang, 

but it was different now. He was afraid that Lin Yi would take revenge, so he wanted to use this 

opportunity to kill Lin Yi! 

“Full strength?” Old master Zhao was slightly taken aback, but he still nodded and said,””Good idea!” 

“No problem!” Master Yu and master you nodded as well-master Yu and master Zhao were in-laws, and 

master you and Master Tang were in-laws, and they had some grudges against Lin Yi. They didn’t mind 

using this chance to get rid of Lin Yi! 

Now that the four of them had agreed, they raised their Qi to the peak with tacit understanding. 

Immediately, the strength of Sky Class was fully revealed, and their Qi poured into the formation like a 

violent tide! 

Lin Yi frowned. The formation had separated the Qi from the Sky Class elders, but they were using their 

full strength, so Lin Yi was still under a lot of pressure! 

Even if the pressure wasn’t as strong as Sky Class, it could still reach the peak of Earth Class late phase … 

Or even stronger! Lin Yi laughed coldly as he felt the pressure increase. He knew that the four old 

geezers wanted to kill him! 

The Hidden House gathering had its own rules-they wouldn’t break them unless it was absolutely 

necessary. After all, the Ancient Ones were watching from above, but this kind of dirty move that could 

kill Lin Yi wasn’t included. 

If Lin Yi couldn’t handle the pressure and died, even the ancient people wouldn’t ask. After all, this was 

overestimating one’s own strength in a competition. If one couldn’t handle it, they could just leave. No 

one forced them to stay in the formation, they could come out anytime! 

However, since you’re not coming out and you’re courting death, you can’t blame anyone else! 



Lin Yi opened his eyes and looked at the Firewolf guy. A weird smile appeared on his face. He got up and 

walked out of the formation quickly. 

“Hu …” Lin Yi walked out of the formation, and house Zhao, house you, house Tang, and house Yu let out 

a breath of relief. Since Lin Yi couldn’t take the pressure anymore, he shouldn’t be a Sky Class master 

yet-he should be at most Sky Class early phase! 

“We finally let this kid lose once. It wasn’t easy!” The Zhao family’s old man snorted coldly and said. 

He’d just broken into Sky Class not too long ago, and his realm wasn’t stable yet-he’d used too much Qi 

before, and it made him feel like he was out of strength. 

“Although it wasn’t the children of our four families who won, at least it’s a good start. We’ve 

successfully reversed our misfortune!” Old master you said. 

Lin Yi didn’t make it to the end, which surprised han Tianba and han xiaopo. After all, they saw Lin Yi 

holding on and looking calm. They naturally thought that Lin Yi would be the last one to come out of the 

formation, but they didn’t expect him to be the second last. 

It was a surprising result, but it wasn’t too disappointing. After all, it was unrealistic for Lin Yi to be the 

champion in every match. Second place was good enough, at least he didn’t have to lose his family’s bet. 

Lin Yi coming out meant that the competition was over, and the last person who didn’t come out of the 

formation was the winner! 

And so, elder Zhao, elder you, elder Yu, and elder Tang stopped channeling their Qi into the formation at 

the same time. Elder Zhao, on the other hand, walked over proudly, his proud eyes sweeping across the 

disciples before stopping on han Tianba, han xiaopo, and Lin Yi. He smiled and said,”The Firewolf gang 

won the individual endurance competition, the hidden han family won second place, and the Golden 

Bell sect won third place!” 

“Wait …” Just as the people from the two sects were about to collect their bets, Lin Yi spoke up! 

“What’s up, Lin Yi? Could it be that you’re not satisfied with this result?” Old Zhao looked at Lin Yi and 

asked coldly. 

“I’m unconvinced, of course I’m unconvinced. ” Lin Yi looked at the old man indifferently. 

“The results of the competition are out, what else do you have to say? You’re the second last to come 

out. Do you have any objections to the ranking?” Old Zhao frowned. He thought that Lin Yi was going to 

talk about the increased strength of the formations in the later stages, but it didn’t matter. Even if Lin Yi 

said it, old Zhao would still have an explanation! 

“Of course I have something to say. May I ask, why is the pressure after that different from the pressure 

before in the formation? The pressure will become stronger and stronger?” Lin Yi asked coldly. 

In fact, Lin Yi didn’t come out of the formation because the pressure was stronger. If he used all his 

strength to resist, he could resist for a while, but he came out for another reason. He didn’t want to get 

hurt by resisting. 



“Oh, this!” Grandpa Zhao seemed to have expected Lin Yi to ask this question,”The power before was 

relatively weak to eliminate most of the participating disciples. After that, the remaining ones are all 

strong. If we want to determine the winner as soon as possible, we naturally have to increase the 

pressure. There’s another match tonight. If we drag this on, won’t we be delaying the match tonight?” 

“Oh, I see!” Lin Yi nodded and looked at the old man with a mocking look,”I thought you wanted to kill 

me on purpose!” 

“Nonsense. How could we intentionally want to kill someone?” Zhao Yu’s father snorted. 

“That’s right. I knew it. How much hatred must there be to be able to kill people in such a way? it’s really 

amazing!” Lin Yi smiled and nodded. 

“You don’t have any more questions, right? If there’s no problem, then we’ll start receiving the award!” 

Old Zhao said impatiently. 

“There is!” “There’s one more thing,”Lin Yi said,”you’re ranked wrong!” 

“The rankings are wrong? How did you get it wrong?” Old master Zhao asked. 

“The first place should be the hidden han family that I represent!” Lin Yi said. 

“Lin Yi, have you gone crazy trying to be the champion? Even if you’ve been in the lead and won a few 

matches in a row, it doesn’t mean that you won all the matches, right?” Zhao Yu’s father laughed and 

said,””Lin Yi, you’re not sick, right?” 

“Then, I would like to ask you, old man Zhao. If I’m not the champion, who is?” Lin Yi asked. 

“Naturally, it’s the disciples of the firewolves!” Zhao Yu’s father said. (To be continued.) 

Chapter 2113: going for wool and coming home shorn 

  

“Oh, this is the first time I’ve heard that a dead man can be a champion. It’s really an eye-opener!” Lin Yi 

shook his head, as if he’d just realized something. 

“What nonsense are you talking about? What dead person?” Master Zhao was taken aback. He looked 

into the formation and saw that the Firewolf gang disciple was still sitting cross-legged in the formation. 

He had not come out yet! 

Previously, everyone was only concerned about who the champion would be and had neglected that 

disciple’s situation. It was only at this moment that they realized the problem! 

“You guys raised your auras and crushed that Firewolf gang disciple to death. I was quite puzzled. I 

thought you guys wanted to kill him on purpose, but I didn’t expect it to be just a competition. There’s 

nothing we can do about it. He’s not as good as his opponent, so it’s fine if he dies!” “Since he’s dead, 

the Championship’s mine, right?” Lin Yi said. 

“This …” Master Zhao’s face darkened. He didn’t expect this to happen! 



An Mingyue, who was just about to take away her winnings, also stopped in her tracks. She quickly 

turned around and walked towards the Firewolf gang disciple in the formation. When she saw him, her 

expression changed, and she looked at old Zhao with a cold gaze,”Old Zhao, what do you mean by this? 

How come I’ve never heard of the rules that temporarily increase the pressure?” 

The pressure from before was supposed to be the same, and that was why the firewolves sent out a bio-

human-this was a test subject created by the professor’s junior. It was naturally stronger than normal 

people, but it was only a test subject-it couldn’t withstand pressure without limit! 

However, the test subject was under pressure and did not know pain. After the competition ended, the 

bio-human would be considered a cripple, but he would definitely not die! Now, old master Zhao and 

the others had suddenly increased their pressure and killed the bio-human, so an Mingyue was naturally 

unhappy and angry! 

An Mingyue’s words at the beginning were nice. She said that the Firewolf gang was the local tyrant 

here and that they should give him some benefits. So, after much consideration, she came up with the 

idea of using this type of bio-human to participate in the pressure-resistant competition. After all, these 

bio-humans were people who had been transformed by drugs. They had no will and thoughts. If they 

were to stay in the array, no matter how painful it was, they would not come out on their own. 

However, he was dead now. How could a dead person receive the award? A dead person was equivalent 

to an accident in the competition, automatically disqualified, and even less likely to win! 

“Mr. An, we didn’t make this matter clear in advance. I’m sorry. We’ll bear your losses!” Master Yu took 

a deep breath. 

At this moment, he had no choice but to appease an Mingyue. They couldn’t afford to offend an 

Mingyue. A family that wasn’t even one of the five small noble houses, why would the hidden Noble 

House be afraid? However, an Mingyue wasn’t representing the an family, she was representing the 

firewolves! 

The Firewolf gang was an extraordinary gang. Although it was only established in recent years, there 

were many masters inside. Even the ancient sects didn’t dare to offend them! One could say that the 

firewolves had several Sky Class Masters! 

Who would dare to offend such a big gang that was both black and cultivated? Plus, the fire Wolf Gang 

often did weird things, creating something like cyborgs. They were even stronger than the evil sect, the 

everyday and every day sect. So, not to mention the Hidden House Yu, even the everyday and every day 

sect didn’t dare to go against the fire Wolf Gang. 

Therefore, in this situation, he could only give up some benefits to appease an Mingyue. 

“Alright, in that case, I hope you can give me a satisfactory answer!” An Mingyue said indifferently. 

“If a Firewolf gang disciple dies, then the ranking will go on and on! The champion is the hidden han 

family, second is the Golden Bell sect, and third is the hidden you family!” Zhao Yu’s father had to 

announce the result. 



At this time, han Tianba and han xiaopo were the happiest. They were originally in second place, but 

now they had become the champion. This joy had come too quickly! They finally knew why Lin Yi walked 

out of the formation-he knew that the other contestant was dead! 

Since he was already dead, what was the point of fighting? 

On the other hand, old man you was also very happy. Originally, the hidden you family had been 

eliminated from the top three, but now they unexpectedly returned to the top three, which slightly 

reversed the situation for the hidden you family! 

Of course, the four Sky Class elders all had a share in this matter of privately increasing the pressure of 

the array. They might have to give an Mingyue an explanation, and they might have to pay some good 

things. But this was a matter of the four families, so old master you naturally wasn’t too worried. 

“I knew that boss would definitely win! Four consecutive Championships, haha, this hidden house 

Summit is really made for you, boss! It’s like giving our hidden house a treasure!” Han xiaopo laughed 

and said. 

The old man and the sect leader, who had broken through the hidden han family’s property, had an ugly 

expression on their faces after hearing han xiaopo’s words. 

This was a slap in the face, a naked slap in the face! 

Originally, the competition events and rules that they had set were all targeted at the Han family, but 

now they had become tailor-made. This was simply infuriating! 

“Alright, hidden han family, please collect the winning wagers. Golden Bell sect and hidden you family, 

get back your things!” Old Zhao said. 

Lin Yi looked at the bet between the golden clock sect and the Hidden House Zhao. The golden clock 

sect’s bet was the small reversion pill they got earlier, while the Hidden House you’s bet was a 

Foundation pill! 

The small reversion pill was useless to Lin Yi, so he had no interest in it. 

The foundation pill was a pill that could change a cultivator’s physique. Its main use was to let those who 

had missed the best age to cultivate take this pill and walk on the path of cultivation again! 

Zhao Qibing had taken a Foundation pill in order to cultivate! This thing might seem precious, but it was 

just a piece of junk to Lin Yi, and it took up space in his hands! 

To Lin Yi, it didn’t matter if it was a practitioner’s physique or talent, as long as they could use the 

practitioner’s Arts, they could instantly increase their strength. This Foundation pill was completely 

useless to him. 

“We won’t be exchanging for this round. You guys can take your things.” Lin Yi said as he took away his 

bet. 

Whether it was the Hidden House you’s old man you or the golden clock sect’s Diamond, they all 

believed that Lin Yi was a refiner. Elixirs weren’t attractive to him at all, so this result wasn’t surprising. 

They quietly took their things. 



Lin Yi didn’t stay for long. He took his things and went back to his temporary residence with han Tianba 

and han xiaopo to rest. 

Chapter 2114: The fifth match 

  

Lin Yi didn’t have time to waste on these people-he’d already gotten the benefits, so he decided to go 

back and rest and prepare for the next match. 

After Lin Yi left, an Mingyue looked at the other three elders with a dark face.”You four, what is the 

meaning of this? Aren’t you going to give me an explanation? What was going on? If you don’t explain it 

clearly, I’ll suspect that you did it on purpose!” 

“This …” Old master Zhao smiled bitterly,””Mr. An, please don’t be angry. We may have been a little 

inappropriate in this matter, but we had good intentions!” 

“Oh? What starting point?” An Mingyue asked. 

“Our original goal was to kill Lin Yi!” “I just didn’t expect to involve Mr. An’s people,” old master you 

explained. 

“Kill Lin Yi!” An Mingyue wasn’t stupid. After old master you’s explanation, he understood the reason, 

but he still felt a little indignant.”If that’s the case, then this is an accident. I understand, but the Firewolf 

gang might not. Besides, I’ve already said that I’ll win some money from the bet. It’s fine if this disciple 

dies, but we can’t lose the bet, right?” 

“This … The four of us will make up for the bet!” Old Yu said helplessly. 

“Alright, since that’s the case, then let’s drop this matter!” An Mingyue nodded and left without saying 

anything. 

“Sigh, you’ve gone for wool and come home shorn!” Elder Tang said with a sigh. 

“Yeah, I was a little reckless!” Zhao Yu’s father said. 

“Forget it, let’s not talk about this anymore. The next match is the detoxification competition. Elder 

Tang, let’s see what our families can do!” Old master you said. 

This game was a common benefit for the Hidden House you and the Hidden House Tang. One of them 

was an Alchemist, and the other was a poison master. They were both very good at detoxification, so it 

was hard to say who would win the next game! 

“Alright, let’s go back and prepare.” Elder Tang nodded his head. 

Lin Yi had won four Championships in a row, but his expression was still calm and indifferent. Han 

xiaopo, on the other hand, was extremely excited, as if he had received a great benefit. Once they 

returned to their residence, he started to chatter on and on. 

“Xiao po, that’s enough, let Mr. Lin rest well, there’s still a match later tonight!” Han Tianba knew that 

endurance competitions were the most physically exhausting. If he did not rest well, how would he have 

the energy to continue the race at night? 



Of course, he didn’t know that Lin Yi didn’t use any energy at all, he was using the energy in the Jade 

space! 

“Hehe, it’s fine. Let him speak.” Lin Yi said faintly. 

“Boss, you’re amazing. I’ll need your help in the future. You’re an all-rounder, an all-rounder genius! You 

know everything!” Han xiaopo said excitedly. 

“Genius … Actually, I do know a true genius.” Lin Yi shook his head. He didn’t know if he was a genius or 

not, but he knew that although the art of Dragon mastery played a part in his success, a large part of it 

came from his hard work! 

There was probably no practitioner as hardworking as Lin Yi. From the moment he got the art of Dragon 

mastery, he’d been training day and night, and even now, he’d still be training every day, training 

whenever he had time! 

“Genius? To be called a genius by boss, what kind of monstrous existence must he be!” Han xiaopo said 

in surprise. 

“Hehe, her surname is also han.” “So, you need to work hard too!” Lin Yi smiled. 

“Also surnamed han?” “My family?” han xiaopo was slightly stunned. 

“That’s right. I’ll introduce you to each other when I have the chance. You’ll know what a genius is then.” 

Lin Yi said. 

At night, the Hidden House Zhao’s disciples brought exquisite dishes as well. They’d never made things 

difficult for Lin Yi when it came to these small things, and they didn’t cause trouble with food and living. 

It was clear that the Hidden House Zhao hated Lin Yi to the bone, but they did their best to keep up 

appearances, which made Lin Yi feel much more at ease! 

At least, the Hidden House Zhao didn’t want to have a falling out with him at the Hidden House Summit. 

Even today, they’d do something in the dark, and they wouldn’t do anything to Lin Yi in the open. That 

was enough! Lin Yi was going to leave after the competition anyway-what could the Hidden House Zhao 

do to him? 

After dinner, the hidden Zhao disciple from before appeared again.””Is the old patriarch han here? 

Today’s third match, the Pi Xiu poison identification match, will begin. Old patriarch han, please bring 

the participating disciples and the wagers to the meeting hall!” 

“Let’s go,”he said. Han Tianba nodded and left the room with Lin Yi and han xiaopo. 

“Boss, do you have confidence in this match?” Han xiaopo asked in a low voice. 

“Poison identification? I have some understanding of this. ” “It shouldn’t be a problem,” Lin Yi said 

faintly with a smile. 

“That’s good, then we’ll take first place and show those hidden houses that the Hidden House han is the 

most powerful with our boss around!” 



“That’s good, then we’ll take first place and show those hidden houses that the Hidden House han is the 

most powerful with our boss around!” Han xiaopo was even more confident than Lin Yi. 

Han Tianba shook his head, feeling like he was in a dream. Just half a month ago, he was still worried 

about the Hidden House’s future, worried about the Hidden House Summit. But now, the Hidden House 

had become a group of dark horses! 

The most ridiculous thing was that the hidden houses hated Lin Yi to death, but they didn’t dare to do 

anything to him in the open, only doing things in the dark. In the end, they went for wool and came 

home shorn, getting exposed by Lin Yi and offending the firewolves for no reason. It was not worth it! 

“Xiao po, I can help you hide house han this time. The other hidden houses won’t dare to do anything, 

they’re just afraid of me, afraid of my trump card, afraid of whether or not I have a background!” Lin Yi 

saw it clearly and said to han xiaopo,””That’s why, after this hidden house Summit ends, your hidden 

house han has to keep a low profile as usual, don’t let the hidden houses get a hold of you! Because of 

me, they don’t dare to deal with you in the open, but in the dark, they definitely won’t let it go. The 

pressure they exerted on me in the previous match is proof of that!” 

“Yes!” Han xiaopo was a little shocked. Indeed, she almost lost her mind because of the victory. Lin Yi’s 

words analyzed the seriousness of the situation. The situation was not very optimistic! 

Chapter 2115: Not a difficult problem 

  

Han Tianba was surprised that Lin Yi had already realized this! Han Tianba wanted to give han xiaopo 

some advice after the competition, but Lin Yi said it first. It was good that way, though. It was obvious 

that han xiaopo trusted Lin Yi more now. 

“From now on, all you hidden house han need to do is rest up and train hard. Since you have money, 

then don’t get involved in the business of the hidden houses!” Lin Yi continued,”I’ll help you step by 

step, but I’m afraid I won’t be of much help for now. Once more Earth Class late phase peak Masters 

appear, your position as a hidden house will be stable. You might even be lucky enough to break 

through into Sky Class and become the leader of the hidden houses.” 

Han xiaopo nodded and fell into deep thought. 

“If possible, try to gather a few more sets of the Qi gathering pill’s ingredients.” Lin Yi said. 

“Alright!” Han xiaopo didn’t know why Lin Yi needed so many Qi gathering pill materials, but the Hidden 

House Han’s fate was now connected to Lin Yi in this Summit. Only when Lin Yi became stronger would 

the Hidden House Han’s fate rise. 

They went to house Zhao’s meeting room and registered the names of the contestants and the bets 

according to the procedures. The others weren’t surprised to see Lin Yi’s name appear again from the 

Hidden House han-they’d already gotten used to it. 

“This match is a poison identification match!” Zhao Yu’s father waited for everyone to finish registering. 

After he sat down, he slowly said,””The rules of the competition are very simple. We have 100 sets of 

poisons made from various poisonous insects and grasses. They are placed in the computer’s poison 



mixing machine. From these 100 poisons, the poison mixing machine will randomly pick ten poisons and 

mix them together to make a new type of poison. After the poison was produced, everyone would 

randomly draw lots to choose a poison that they had prepared to be identified within the specified time. 

The contestant who identified the most correct poison would win! Of course, the answer can only list a 

maximum of ten poisons. If you are testing the waters by listing a lot of poison names, you will 

automatically forfeit if you list more than ten!” 

“That can’t be right?” Han xiaopo raised her doubts again. 

“Do you have any objections?” Old master Zhao looked at han xiaopo unhappily. He was the most 

troublesome one. 

“There’s a loophole in your rules. If there are more than one contestant and all of them are correct, how 

do you win?” Han xiaopo was a very smart person. She liked to study the loopholes in the rules. 

“All correct?” “Do you think that’s possible?” old master Zhao frowned. 

These poisonous insects and grass were strange. Even the disciples of the hidden tang family and the 

hidden you family might not be able to identify all of them correctly in a short period of time, and they 

might make mistakes. Therefore, even if one person identified all of them correctly, it would be a 

coincidence. How could there be more? 

“What’s wrong? How about this, if someone is as correct as my boss, then my boss will win. ” Han 

xiaopo asked. 

“You’re already so sure that Lin Yi will win before the competition even starts?” “I think you’ve been 

blinded by the previous victory,” old master Zhao sneered.”You think that the future victory will belong 

to your family?” 

Lin Yi’s medical skills were amazing, and the old man knew that, but no matter how amazing he was, it 

couldn’t be as amazing as someone’s specialized research. 

“If there are multiple times that are all correct, the time will be used to determine the correct time!” Old 

master you added. 

“That’s right. Do you still have any questions?” Old Zhao nodded and asked. 

“No,” Han xiaopo said with satisfaction. 

“Since that’s the case, all participants, get into position and prepare to start the competition!” “The 

poison machine will start preparing the poison,” said Zhao Yu.”The contestants will draw lots here!” 

There were so many eyes watching, and it was impossible to cheat. Lin Yi randomly picked a lot and 

walked to the side, and the others did the same. Everyone went to draw their lots without touching it-

they didn’t want people to think they were cheating! 

After the drawing of lots ended, there were still half of the labels left in the bucket. These labels also had 

the corresponding poisons on the poison machine. However, since no one had drawn them, they were 

naturally useless. This was also for the fairness of the competition. 



Each contestant received a small bottle from the machine according to their own label and walked to 

the side to sit down and begin to identify the poison inside! 

Identifying was Lin Yi’s strength. When he was young, he grew up in a pile of herbs, and his old man gave 

him this problem every day. Whether it was a poisonous bug or a poisonous plant, there was almost 

nothing that Lin Yi couldn’t identify, unless it was something very special, like the fire Spirit’s fruit or 

something he had never seen. 

However, that kind of precious thing couldn’t appear in the Hidden House Summit. It was a waste to mix 

that kind of precious thing into poison, and even if one of the families won, it wouldn’t be worth it. 

So Lin Yi only took a small sip of the poison before spitting it out. He used his pure Qi to force the 

remaining poison out of his mouth before quickly writing down the names of ten different poisonous 

insects and plants on the paper. He stood up to indicate that he was done. 

Seeing that Lin Yi was the first to stand up, old master Zhao’s face twitched. Wasn’t that too fast? 

Elder Tang and elder you were shocked as well. There were only two possibilities for Lin Yi to come out 

so early. Either he gave up, or he finished the test. But would Lin Yi give up? 

With their understanding of Lin Yi, he wouldn’t give up easily. Not only that, but he would also try his 

best to fight for first place! 

“Boss!” Han xiaopo saw Lin Yi stand up and quickly went up to him,””It’s all done?” 

“It’s almost the same. ” Lin Yi didn’t look too proud-this was his strength, after all, and it was nothing to 

be proud of. It was the other matches that made him put in a lot of effort, but this one was pretty much 

a walk in the park. 

It didn’t matter if Lin Yi gave up or if he finished the test, the Hidden House you and hidden house Tang’s 

disciples couldn’t sit still anymore. The second one to come out was the Hidden House Tang’s disciple, 

followed by the Hidden House you’s disciple! 

They didn’t want Lin Yi to win and lose second and third place after winning so many Championships-

that’d be a huge loss of face! It was a competition against the Hidden House Tang and house you, but it 

ended up helping Lin Yi. How could they feel good about this? 

Chapter 2116: too infuriating! 

  

With three people coming out, the others didn’t follow. Firstly, their ability to identify was not that 

strong. Secondly, if all three people identified correctly, then the top three had already been 

determined. It would be impossible for them to be in the top three. They might as well wait until the 

competition was over! 

And if one of the three people didn’t get everything right, and the rest got it all right, they could replace 

them. 

It was time for them to leave. At this time, old master Zhao pressed a few buttons on the computer, and 

the prescription of each poison appeared on the big screen. They were all different and random. The 



disciples of the Zhao family, who were the emissaries of the summit, began to compare the answers of 

the participants on the big screen. 

Very quickly, the list of the top three was out! 

What was dramatic was that the top three were all identified correctly! In this way, the ranking would 

indeed be judged according to the time of each appraisal! 

Lin Yi first, hidden house Tang second, hidden house you third! 

This name made everyone speechless. Lin Yi won again, and it was with an absolute advantage. Lin Yi 

didn’t even use a third of the time, and no matter how fast house you and house Tang were, they still 

used nearly half of the time! 

It was clear who was better. Although this result made old master Zhao very unhappy, he had to 

announce it,””The champion is the hidden han family, the second place is the hidden tang family, and 

the third place is the hidden you family. Please come and collect your wagers!” 

The Hidden House you still brought out the same foundation pill, but Lin Yi ignored it. The Hidden House 

Tang, on the other hand, brought out an antidote pill, which caught Lin Yi’s attention! 

Lin Yi had the recipe for the antidote as well, and he didn’t need to make it himself. He just needed to 

use some herbs to make it. Strictly speaking, it was a Tier 0 elixir that alchemists called a Tier 0 elixir, and 

he didn’t need any basic alchemy skills to make it! 

Of course, while it was easy to make the pill, some of the herbs required were extremely rare. Lin Yi only 

had the recipe, but he didn’t have a few of the more precious herbs! Old Lin’s herb garden couldn’t grow 

it because of the weather, so Lin Yi never succeeded! 

This pill was very potent-as long as it wasn’t some heaven-defying poison, it could cure anything, 

including pinliang’s deadly seven herbs poison. 

“Old man Tang, I’ll give your grandson some face. I’ll exchange the antidote with you. What do you 

want?” Lin Yi didn’t know why, but he had an inexplicable good impression of Tang Jingzhi. If it weren’t 

for Lin Yi’s straight sexual orientation, he would even think that he wanted to find a gay friend. 

However, Lin Yi didn’t know why he would feel this way, so he was still nice to old man Tang. If Lin Yi 

knew that this old man wanted to kill him, he wouldn’t be nice to him. 

For the sake of my grandson? Elder Tang was taken aback. Why is it my grandson? It’s my 

granddaughter, isn’t it? 

However, elder Tang misunderstood after a moment of surprise. He thought that Lin Yi was calling him a 

grandson, but this wasn’t the time to argue. Since Lin Yi had given him a choice, he would be an idiot to 

give up! 

After all, there really was something he wanted from the Tang family in the bet, a poisonous bug from 

the GaN mountain sect! The GaN mountain sect was good at raising spirit beasts, and it was easier to get 

things like poisonous insects. 

“I want the heavenly Grass big lid bug from the Qian Mountain sect.” Said elder Tang. 



“Oh, you can have it.” Lin Yi didn’t want this thing anyway-it’d be useless to him anyway, so he’d just 

give it to old man Tang. 

Elder Tang gave the antidote to Lin Yi in exchange for another one. It was better to be safe than sorry. 

He’d leave it at home in case the Miss or Shu got poisoned when he wasn’t home. 

“Lin Yi, I also want to trade something with you, is that possible?” Old man you hesitated before turning 

to Lin Yi.”I don’t have to use the foundation building pill. I can use something else to exchange for the 

mind concentrating jade bracelet in your hand.” 

“You’re in third place. Not to mention that you don’t have the right to exchange, I won’t even exchange 

with you for second place! If you had brought out something good in advance, I might have taken the 

initiative to trade with you. But I’m not interested now!” With that, Lin Yi put the wagers into his pocket. 

Lin Yi wouldn’t have known what the bracelet was for if old man you hadn’t reminded him, but he felt 

that it was a little familiar. But when old man you wanted to trade, Lin Yi remembered that Liju’s 

personal notes mentioned something about this-it helped with the stability of the fire. 

So, of course, Lin Yi wouldn’t give something as good as this to house you. Even if he couldn’t use it, 

there was still Han Jing Jing waiting in line. 

“This …” Elder you was pissed. If he knew that Lin Yi didn’t like the foundation pill, he wouldn’t have 

used it as a bet! But who would’ve thought that Lin Yi would win so many matches in a row, even this 

poison identification one? 

“I’m going back to sleep. I’ve gained a lot!” Lin Yi took the things and turned to leave. 

Han Tianba and han xiaopo chuckled and left with Lin Yi. 

“Motherf * cker!” Old man you couldn’t help but curse. It was too infuriating and frustrating. His people 

didn’t win a single match, but Lin Yi won one after another. 

“This is strange!” “Why is Lin Yi so strong?” elder Tang frowned. 

“We’ll see! Lin Yi might not be his strong point in tomorrow’s competition!” Old Zhao looked at diamond 

and an Mingyue. 

“That’s right. If we’re talking about taking a beating, no one can be better than our Golden Bell sect!” 

Diamond said. 

“Hehe, the people here can also take a beating!” An Mingyue had lost a match. Although she was 

compensated, she still felt embarrassed and hoped to stand out again. 

“Alright, if that’s the case, then we can’t let Lin Yi win again tomorrow!” Elder you nodded,”it doesn’t 

matter which one of you wins, but we can’t let Lin Yi win again!” If this continues, we’ll really lose face!” 

“No problem!” Jin Gang Zuan nodded. 

“Hehe, naturally!” An Mingyue also smiled and nodded. 

After a Silent Night, han Tianba and han xiaopo had already been used to winning. On the next morning, 

after breakfast, the disciples of the hidden Zhao clan came here again … 
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“Is the hidden han clan’s clan head here? Today’s first match, the resistance match, is about to begin. 

Old patriarch han, please bring the participating disciples and the wagers to the meeting hall!” 

The three of them were already very familiar with this process. If it were any other participating family, 

they might have been busy for a while. After all, the disciples who went out to participate in the 

competition were different every time. However, for the hidden han family, these three people would 

appear in every competition. 

Han Tianba registered Lin Yi’s name, paid the bet, and sat down in his seat, waiting for the rules to be 

announced. 

“Alright, since everyone is here, I’ll start introducing today’s first match, the resistance match! It’s very 

simple-the contestants stand here and get hit by a golden, Mystic, earth, or Sky Class-whoever can take 

the highest level of damage wins!” Old Zhao said,”of course, if you don’t have the ability, don’t choose a 

high level. As the saying goes, if you don’t have the ability, you can’t take on the task. If you’re not cut 

out for it, you’ll be held responsible if you’re killed!” 

Old Zhao’s words were clever, but it was a little biased towards the Golden Bell sect. His hint was 

already very obvious. This match was a diamond in the rough. Those who didn’t have the strength to 

fight, don’t even think about fighting, or else they might lose their lives! 

“This is a test item I borrowed from an ancient sect-there’s a roulette on it, and the wave roulette can 

adjust the different levels of strength, from golden class early phase all the way to Sky Class late phase 

peak. Each level has a strict division!” Elder Zhao continued,”it’s still me, elder you, elder Yu, and elder 

Tang who inject Qi into the device to operate it. Of course, there are strict levels on it, and there’s no 

possibility of cheating. In other words, if we don’t inject enough Qi, the device won’t work. If we inject 

too much Qi, it’s useless because the device will still release the set level attack, and the extra Qi will be 

wasted! As for Sky Class late phase peak, we don’t have the power to activate it, so you guys don’t have 

to choose! Of course, this isn’t the only choice-for example, if you choose early phase golden class and 

find that you can take the hit and still get stronger, you can still choose a higher level, but I don’t suggest 

that. Every time you take a hit, you’ll take a certain amount of damage and consume a certain amount of 

stamina-it’s not good for you later on, so everyone should try to grasp it and choose a more stable level! 

Also, there’s one thing-you can’t use magical treasures or tools!” 

Because he had been criticized for raising the pressure in the formation last time, master Zhao was more 

cautious this time. He couldn’t offend the fire Wolf Gang again, let alone the Golden Bell sect. 

As for the last one, it was something Lin Yi added on the spot. He’d gotten himself a low quality Golden 

Cicada undergarments set-if he put it on, he’d be invincible under Earth Class. How could they let him 

wear this? So they restricted the use of items and treasures, making Lin Yi only able to participate. 

“Not bad, this is fair!” Han xiaopo nodded and said after finding nothing wrong with it. As for han 

xiaopo, she did not realize that the rule of not being able to use magic weapons and props was a 

temporary addition. 



“Even if it’s fair, you might not win! He’s using his own body to take the hit. If he makes the wrong 

choice, he’ll die for nothing!” “Does anyone have any objections?” Zhao Yu’s father asked. 

“No, let’s start.” Lin Yi said faintly, as if the competition was set up for him. This pissed off the old man. 

However, he didn’t bother with Lin Yi. As far as he was concerned, Lin Yi was just talking. How could Lin 

Yi win this competition? Lin Yi didn’t train in any physical arts, after all, and even a low-tier Golden 

Cicada undergarments was a treasure to him-what sort of resistance could he possibly have? 

“Alright, now all the participants will draw lots. According to the order of drawing lots, please come over 

one by one to compete!” Old Zhao said. 

All the participants walked out to draw their lots after hearing what old Zhao said. Lin Yi looked at his 

lot-he was fourth. 

“I give up.” The first hidden tang family disciple didn’t choose to test his level, he gave up directly! This 

was the strategy that elder Tang had decided on. This resistance competition was completely different 

from the endurance competition! 

In an endurance competition, one could quit if they couldn’t hold on, but if they couldn’t hold on, they 

would die. The Hidden House Tang didn’t have any martial arts or treasures to defend against attacks, so 

they might as well give up instead of taking a hit from the Golden class and not winning. 

“I also give up!” The second to go up was a disciple of the Qian Mountain sect. The Qian Mountain sect 

raised spirit beasts and didn’t practice any fighting skills. They mostly used spirit beasts to fight, so their 

individual strength wasn’t that strong. 

“I also give up!” The third one was from the Hidden House Pi-they wanted to get the low-tier Golden 

Cicada undergarments from the Golden Bell sect for this competition, but the treasure was taken by Lin 

Yi-what was there for them to participate in? Powerful fists didn’t mean that the body could take a 

beating. 

Plus, old Zhao added a rule that said Lin Yi couldn’t use his treasures, which made old master Pi very 

happy. This Lin Yi got a treasure for nothing, but he couldn’t use it-he’d probably die from anger, 

wouldn’t he? 

He didn’t know that Lin Yi didn’t even use the low quality Golden Cicada underwear! Lin Yi was bringing 

that back for someone else to use, and he needed to wash and disinfect things that someone else had 

worn before using them. How could he wear it now? 

“We, the Hidden House Zhuang, also give up!” The Zhuang family disciples said as they walked around 

the stage. 

It could be seen that these hidden house disciples weren’t stupid-they all stayed away from this kind of 

easily injured and deadly competition, but it was Lin Yi’s turn now! 

This made Lin Yi a little depressed-he’d wanted to see what level the golden clock sect disciple had 

chosen, and decide if he’d increase or maintain it, but he didn’t expect to end up first instead of fifth. 

He had no choice but to walk up to the testing stage and look at the options on it,””I’ll choose mid Earth 

Class!” 



Lin Yi was still able to take a hit from an Earth Class middle phase-the earth Class man had used a martial 

skill, but Lin Yi didn’t die! 
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So Lin Yi wasn’t worried that he’d be killed in one hit with pure Qi! 

“Alright!” Old Zhao nodded and set the roulette to mid-Earth Class. He then said 

expressionlessly,””Stand still, we’re going to inject true Qi into the device to activate it!” 

“I’m ready. ” Lin Yi said. 

“Let’s start!” With that, elder Zhao placed his palm on the Qi injection position of the device, and so did 

elder Yu, elder you, and elder Tang. They all activated their Qi at the same time, and the energy bar on 

the device instantly reached the set mid-phase of the earth Class, but it stopped rising. In a split second, 

a giant arm shot out from the device, and with a loud bang, it hit Lin Yi in the chest, sending him flying! 

Lin Yi didn’t resist, because he knew that the more he resisted, the more serious the injury would be. It 

was better to follow the force and fly out, taking off some of the pressure. This way, even if he was 

injured, it wouldn’t be too serious! 

This attack had the power of a mid-Earth Class-the items of this ancient sect were really weird, and Lin Yi 

couldn’t help but exclaim. 

Although Lin Yi suffered some internal injuries, his life wasn’t in danger! After landing, Lin Yi stood up, 

indicating that he wasn’t dead yet. According to the rules, he had passed the test of Earth Class mid 

phase! 

He didn’t say much and quickly walked back to han Tianba and han xiaopo’s side. He closed his eyes and 

entered the Jade space, starting the second stage of the art of Dragon mastery to heal quickly. He had to 

admit that the healing speed of the second stage was much faster than the first stage! 

“Boss, how are you …” Han xiaopo was just about to ask, but han Tianba stopped her with a wave of his 

hand. 

“Xiao po, don’t disturb Mr. Lin, he’s recuperating.” Han Tianba said. 

This mid phase Earth Class attack, although Lin Yi looked fine on the surface, han Tianba knew that Lin Yi 

was only an Earth Class early phase peak. If it were him, he didn’t know if he could take this attack. 

“The hidden han family, their current resistance level is Earth Class mid phase! The next contestant, 

please come on stage!” Grandpa Zhao wasn’t surprised at all that Lin Yi was able to take on a mid Earth 

Class attack. In his mind, he had already classified Lin Yi’s strength as Earth Class late phase peak, so with 

Lin Yi’s strength, taking on an Earth Class mid phase attack shouldn’t be a problem. 

“Earth Class mid phase peak!” The one who spoke was a disciple of the Hidden House of you. Before he 

went on stage, he took a pill, which was a pill that stimulated the human body’s potential, similar to the 

strength pill in the Jianghu. Although magic weapons and props were not allowed in the competition, it 

was not said that one couldn’t take the pill, so the Hidden House of you had an advantage! 



This pill could instantly raise the human body’s ability to take a beating to the extreme, but the side 

effects were also very obvious. If one couldn’t take it, there was a possibility of being crippled, unable to 

take care of themselves for the rest of their lives! 

Of course, this disciple of the you family wasn’t a core disciple, but a member of the diners ‘group. He 

was promised a lot of benefits. If he won or made it to the top three this time, he would naturally be 

given some rewards, such as the meridian opening pill and the small recovery pill. To put it bluntly, even 

if he was beaten until he couldn’t take care of himself, he could recover and also be given some other 

cultivation elixirs! 

However, if they couldn’t make it to the top three, then they would have nothing. To put it bluntly, it 

was just a gamble! Earth Class mid phase peak-this was already his limit. He was only an Earth Class mid 

phase, and it was already good enough for him to take a hit from someone of the same level. Although it 

wasn’t a martial skill, it was just pure Qi, but raising it by one level was his limit. 

After all, not everyone was like Lin Yi, who could take a beating above his level and heal himself after the 

beating! 

From the disciple’s point of view, if he could take on the challenge of Earth Class mid phase peak, his 

current opponents would only be the disciples of the Golden Bell sect and the fire Wolf Gang! However, 

even if these two people were more powerful than him, he could still be ranked in the top three. This 

risk was worth it! 

“Alright!” Old Zhao nodded and set the wheel to Earth Class mid phase peak. He said 

expressionlessly,””Stand still, we’re going to inject true Qi into the device to activate it!” 

“I’m ready. ” The you family’s disciple said. 

“Let’s start!” With that, elder Zhao placed his palm on the device’s Qi injection point again, and elder Yu, 

elder you, and elder Tang did the same, channeling their Qi at the same time. The energy bar on the 

device instantly rose to the set Earth Class mid phase peak, and the giant arm came out again, sending 

the Hidden House you disciple flying with a loud bang, just like Lin Yi before! 

“Pfft …” After the hidden you family’s disciple landed, he screamed and spat out a mouthful of blood. 

However, he didn’t die. Instead, he tenaciously got up and limped to the you family’s camp with a sad 

face. 

“Consume him!” Old master you took out an ordinary healing medicine and gave it to the hidden you 

family’s disciple. 

The hidden you family’s disciple didn’t hesitate and swallowed it directly. This elixir could only maintain 

the injury. He also knew that the small reversion pill and the nerve opening pill would only be given to 

him after the results were out. As for those heaven and earth elixir, he could only get them after he 

went back, so he wasn’t in a hurry. He sat on the side, closed his eyes, and began to suppress the injury 

… 

“Hidden house you, your current resistance level is Earth Class mid phase peak, please welcome the next 

contestant!” Old Zhao saw that the hidden you family’s disciple wasn’t dead, so he announced that as 

long as he didn’t die on the spot, he would win, no matter how injured he was. 



“We, the Hidden House Yu, choose to forfeit!” It was house Yu’s disciples on the stage. The contestants 

from the Firewolf gang and the Golden Bell sect didn’t show up, and they had already pulled their 

results to Earth Class mid phase peak. The Hidden House Yu’s disciples didn’t think they had that much 

resistance, so under the hint of the old Yu, they cleverly chose to give up. Otherwise, it would be useless 

even if they went up. 

“We, the Firewolf gang, choose earth Class late phase!” This time, it wasn’t the Firewolf gang disciple 

who spoke, but an Mingyue! As for the one who walked up the stage, it was still a disciple with a dull 

gaze. After he went up the stage, he stood there, unable to move. 

“Alright!” Old Zhao nodded and set the roulette to Earth Class late phase. (To be continued. 
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Then, he said expressionlessly,””Disciple of the firewolves, stand still. We’re going to inject true Qi into 

your device to activate it!” 

“I’m ready. ” The one who spoke was an Mingyue, not the disciple of the Firewolf gang. 

This situation made Lin Yi a little confused. These Firewolf gang disciples were very strange. They always 

had this kind of dull eyes and wooden expressions. Where had he seen this before? 

However, before Lin Yi could remember, the competition had started again! 

“Let’s start!” With that, elder Zhao put his palm on the device again, and elder Yu, elder you, and elder 

Tang did the same, circulating their Qi at the same time. The energy bar on the device instantly reached 

the set late stage of Earth Class, and the giant arm came out again. With a loud bang, the Firewolf gang 

member was also sent flying! 

With a loud clang, the fire Wolf Gang disciple fell to the ground, even more miserable than Lin Yi and the 

Hidden House you’s disciples. After all, Lin Yi and the Hidden House you’s disciples had some skills when 

they fell, so they didn’t fall so suddenly. That would be adding injuries to their injuries! 

But this Firewolf gang disciple didn’t seem to care at all. After landing, he spat out a large mouthful of 

blood, but he could still stand up and walk unsteadily in an Mingyue’s direction … However, an Mingyue 

gave an order to another of his followers, and immediately left the competition venue with the disciple 

who had vomited blood! 

Lin Yi frowned. He guessed that this Firewolf gang disciple might not be able to survive! But the guy 

didn’t die on the spot-even if Lin Yi wanted to find fault with him, the old man would probably have an 

excuse to say that it was normal to die of old age, sickness, and death. As long as he didn’t die on the 

spot, it didn’t matter when he died later! 

Lin Yi didn’t want to waste time arguing with these people. 

“Firewolf gang, your current resistance level is Earth Class late phase. May the next contestant please 

come on stage!” Old Zhao seemed to know the inside story as well. He couldn’t wait to announce the 

result of the competition. As for where the Firewolf gang disciple had gone and what he had done, he 

didn’t ask and pretended not to see. 



“Golden Bell sect, Earth Class late phase peak!” This time, the one on stage was the last contestant to 

participate in the written test. He was also the most promising seed contestant in this competition! 

However, Lin Yi only looked at the disciple coldly. This guy used his physical arts as soon as he got on the 

stage, and he was only a Mystic early phase peak-he was probably the golden clock sect’s trump card! 

The Golden Bell sect was a sect that practiced external martial arts, and it was also the kind of thwart 

Kung Fu. This kind of Kung Fu had a weakness, and that was that the higher the level, the more difficult 

it was to cultivate. The Golden Bell sect didn’t have a powerful heart technique or a patriarch, so the 

strength of their disciples was naturally not high! 

A Mystic late phase peak challenging an Earth Class late phase Peak’s attack was completely dependent 

on their physical training. Ma Zhu and Jin Wudi were the same, their bodies were very tough. Lin Yi had 

to injure himself to hurt Ma Zhu, who was a Mystic mid phase! 

“Alright!” Old Zhao nodded and set the wheel to Earth Class late phase peak. He said 

expressionlessly,”Stand still, we’re going to inject true Qi into the device to activate it!” 

“I’m ready. ” The disciple of the Golden Bell sect said with confidence. 

“Alright, let’s start!” With that, elder Zhao put his palm on the device again, and elder Yu, elder you, and 

elder Tang did the same, circulating their Qi at the same time. The energy bar on the device instantly 

reached the earth Class late phase peak, and the giant arm hit the Golden Bell sect disciple with a loud 

bang! 

But this time, it was different from Lin Yi and the others. After the Golden Bell sect disciple was hit by 

the giant arm, he still stood there and took the hit! He stood still like a pine tree! 

It wasn’t that he didn’t want to use the force to fly out, but that was the nature of the Golden Bell 

shield. He had to use his Qi to stand there and not move, otherwise the effect would be greatly reduced. 

So, in order to take the attack of Earth Class late phase peak, he could only stand there and clench his 

teeth. 

Finally, the force dissipated, and the Golden Bell sect disciple made it through, but he spat out a 

mouthful of blood. It was obvious that the attack of Earth Class late phase peak was beyond his 

tolerance, causing him a very serious internal injury! 

Although this attack would not kill him or break his Golden Bell shield, he would need at least three to 

five years to recover. Otherwise, he would not be able to advance any further! However, as soon as this 

disciple thought of the promise of diamond, as long as he won the championship, he would be allowed 

to use the Golden Bell sect’s unique body tempering liquid, his heart surged with excitement! 

So, even though he vomited blood and was injured, he was still happy in his heart. He happily walked 

back to the side of the diamond! 

“The Golden Bell sect is currently the record keeper with the highest level of defense! Earth Class late 

phase peak, is there anyone from other sects or families who want to challenge you?” Zhao Yu’s father 

asked after he announced the results of the competition. 



Han xiaopo didn’t expect that the next disciples ‘resistance level would be higher and higher. Lin Yi was 

already out of the top three, which was out of his expectations! He’d thought that even if Lin Yi didn’t 

win, he’d at least be in the top three, right? But now, he was actually ranked fourth! 

They lost the match just like that? Han xiaopo was a little unwilling. Of course, this was due to his blind 

trust and worship of Lin Yi. In his opinion, Lin Yi couldn’t lose! Since he’d joined the competition, he had 

to be confident-Lin Yi wouldn’t do anything he wasn’t confident in! 

But reality hit han xiaopo hard. If possible, he even wanted to go up and challenge Mystic late phase 

peak himself! Pondering for a while, han xiaopo said,””Old Zhao, I have a question!” 

“Oh? Could it be that you want to replace Lin Yi? Of course, that’s also fine. You’re also a member of the 

hidden han family, so you don’t have to ask that question!” Zhao Yu’s father looked at han xiaopo and 

said resentfully. 

In his opinion, this han xiaopo, who was in the middle stage of the Golden class, would only be courting 

death once he stepped onto the stage. There was no other possibility! 

“Naturally not!” “I just want to ask, if we, the Hidden House of Han, also want to challenge someone at 

the peak of the late stage of the earth Class, and we accept it, what do you think about it?” 
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“This …” Old master Zhao was slightly taken aback. He didn’t think that much! To put it bluntly, when 

they came up with these rules, they didn’t think too much about it. In their opinion, the hidden han 

family would definitely give up and admit defeat in every match, and the aristocratic families and sects 

that were internally decided would win. There was no doubt about it! 

But Lin Yi’s appearance broke that rule, and the Hidden House Summit was in a mess. 

“Could it be tied?” Han xiaopo continued to ask. 

“Naturally, the first challenger will be the winner!” “We’ll challenge Earth Class late phase peak 

first,”diamond said,” since you didn’t challenge us, we’ll win!” If you want to defeat us, you have to 

challenge a higher level!” 

“That’s not fair, is it?” Han xiaopo’s face changed after hearing that. 

“What’s fair and unfair? The order of the challenge is decided by drawing lots, and you guys took part in 

the challenge before us. If you have the ability, you can challenge us first. Why do you have to talk about 

it after this?” When diamond heard han xiaopo say this, he naturally retorted. He didn’t want the victory 

that he had obtained with so much difficulty to be given away like this! 

“Hu …” Lin Yi let out a breath. His internal injuries were completely healed, and there was no problem at 

all. His mental state was also at its peak. He couldn’t help but smile when he heard diamond’s 

words,””We can’t be tied, that’s good, that’s what I want! I want to continue challenging Sky Class early 

phase! If you want to surpass me, then challenge Sky Class early phase peak!” 

With that, Lin Yi walked up to the stage. 



“Sky Class early phase? Stop talking big! Don’t lose your life here!” “Old Zhao, since this kid wants to die, 

then let’s fulfill his wish!” Diamond said with a sneer. 

“Hidden han, are you sure you want to challenge Sky Class early phase?” Zhao Yu’s father was delighted, 

but he asked calmly,””You must know that tools have no eyes. If you die in the ring, you’ll die in vain!” 

“I want to challenge him, so I’m naturally prepared!” Lin Yi said. 

“Alright, then you’re ready!” Elder Zhao nodded and placed his palm on the device again, while elder Yu, 

elder you, and elder Tang looked at each other with joy in their eyes! 

They’d been looking for a chance to kill Lin Yi, and just when they were worried that they wouldn’t get 

one, this Lin Yi delivered himself to their door. Sky Class early phase, hehe, even a Sky Class early phase 

like old Zhao wouldn’t dare to just stand there and take this attack head on! 

Taking a hit from someone of the same level was the same as suicide-even if Lin Yi was a Sky Class early 

phase, he wouldn’t be able to do it without the protection of the arts! 

Killing without a trace and drawing a clear line between themselves was what these old men had always 

wanted to do! 

They put their palms on the table and started channeling their Qi at the same time, and the energy bar 

on the device didn’t go through just an instant this time-it took a while before it reached the Sky Class 

initial level. Then, the arm slammed into Lin Yi! 

With a “bang,” Lin Yi’s body was sent flying out again, landing heavily on the ground a few dozen meters 

away … 

“Pfft …” Lin Yi didn’t hold it in and spat out a mouthful of blood. He felt like his organs had shifted 

positions, and most of his meridians were broken. This feeling only appeared when he was saving Guan 

Xin … 

This was the feeling of reaching the limit of one’s life and on the verge of death! It seemed like he’d still 

underestimated the power of an early phase Sky Class! With his current strength, it wasn’t realistic for 

him to fight a Sky Class early phase! 

Lin Yi didn’t try the Sky Class early phase strike recklessly-he wanted to win the championship again and 

win back the bet! Lin Yi wasn’t the kind of person who would fight to the death for some loot-he had his 

reasons for trying! 

He had won so many times that he had already aroused the fear and jealousy of the group of old 

masters and sect leaders, led by old Zhao! If this went on, they wouldn’t let Lin Yi go so easily! 

Yesterday’s endurance competition was a good example! 

These people wanted to kill him with their combined pressure, and Lin Yi felt their hostility. He wanted 

to test how much damage he would get after taking an attack from a Sky Class early phase! It was 

impossible for him to die, but Lin Yi was confident that as long as he held on to his last breath and didn’t 

let his head explode, he had a chance to recover! 

So Lin Yi came here to test his Sky Class strength, and if he continued to fight after that full-powered 

attack, the Sky Class elders would definitely be afraid of him! 



Because they couldn’t figure out their own strength. Even if they were angry or jealous, they couldn’t 

openly shed all pretenses of cordiality before knowing their own cards. 

When he was in Mystic class, Sky Class gave Lin Yi a feeling of being so high and mighty, so out of reach! 

But now, at Earth Class, Sky Class wasn’t that out of control! 

At least, he wouldn’t be instantly killed by a Sky Class master! This made Lin Yi very happy! 

After landing, Lin Yi didn’t dare to rest. After entering the Jade space, he started to heal his internal 

injuries. Of course, Lin Yi didn’t heal all of them, only the more serious injuries on his organs and 

meridians. As for the broken ribs, he wasn’t in a hurry. It wouldn’t be too late to heal them when he 

returned to his temporary residence! 

Lin Yi was sitting cross-legged without saying a word, and this made han xiaopo anxious! He wanted to 

see what was going on, but he was afraid that Lin Yi’s injury would interrupt his healing. He was in a 

difficult position! 

“Lin Yi, are you Dead or Alive, say something!” Grandpa Zhao saw that Lin Yi didn’t move after landing 

on the ground. He wasn’t sure if Lin Yi was dead or not, so he asked. In his heart, he was more inclined 

to let Lin Yi die on the spot! 

“What are you arguing about? Mister Lin is currently recuperating and can’t speak. Do you want him to 

go crazy?” Han Tianba said angrily. This was the first time he had dared to go against the elders of the 

hidden houses. 

“Hmph!” At this time, old master Zhao would not argue with han Tianba. He only said,”Then let’s wait 

for him for a while, I’m afraid he’s already dead! Hehe, even I wouldn’t dare to take an early phase Sky 

Class attack head on-whoever takes it will die!” 

 


